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Yahoo! Research
Ads vs. search results
• Google has said that ads (based on vendors bidding for keywords) do not affect ranking in search results
Web
Results 1 -10 of about 7,310,000 for miele. (0.12 seconds)
Miele, Inc --Anything else is a compromise 
Challenges in social media
• How do we use these tags for better search?
• What's the ratings and reputation system?
• How do you cope with spam?
• The bigger challenge: where else can you exploit the power of the people?
• What are the incentive mechanisms?
Paid placement
What pays the bills
• Aggregators draw content consumers -Search is the "hook"
• • "At least 100,000 impressions to searchers typing wilson in the Yahoo! Tennis category in August".
• Leads to complex logistical problems: selling contracts, scheduling adssupply chain optimization
• Interesting issues at the interface of search and paid placement: Who has the rights to your name?
• Geico sued Google, contending that it owned the trademark "Geico"
-Thus ads for the keyword geico couldn't be sold to others -(Unlikely the writers of the constitution contemplated this issue)
• US Supreme Court ruled: search engines can sell keywords including trademarks Rewards must be non-trivial
Incentive networks
• We will assume that all the r i ≥1.
• Else, have a form of Zeno's paradox:
-Source can get away with offering an arbitrarily small reward.
• Equivalently, nodes value their effort in participating.
Back to the line
Under strategic behavior by each player, how much should a player skim? n = answer rarity: probability a node has the answer = 1/n, independently of other nodes.
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The bad news
• For rarity n, it takes about n hops to get to the answer.
• (By solving a simple recurrence): The initial reward is exponential in n -A very inefficient network.
• Was this because of the model, the network, or … ?
For a constant failure probability.
Branching proceeses
• Branching process: a network where
• Each node has a number of descendants
• Number of descendants is a random variable X -drawn from a probability distribution 
Main results
• For b<2, the initial investment must be exponential in the path length from the root to the answer.
• For b>2, the initial investment is linear in the path length from the root to the answer.
Criticality at b=2. Knowing fewer than 2 people is expensive.
Inefficient incentive network.
Efficient incentive network.
Tempting conclusion
• (Sufficient) competition makes incentive networks efficient.
• But … we haven't fully introduced competition yet.
-On trees, we have a unique path from origin to each node.
Limited form of competition.
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Real competition
• Directed acyclic graph with an origin.
• Rarity n as before.
• Now a node may receive different reward offers from different parents.
• Node must consider that descendants can get competing offers. • Given a DAG, how does a node compute its strategy?
The net
• Web search is scientifically young
• It is intellectually diverse -The human element -The social element
• The technology mirrors the economic, legal and sociological reality
